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BERGANS OF NORWAY 
HIGHLIGHTS AW 19/20 
 
RABOT 365 COLLECTION 

No matter the weather - for the average Norwegian every day is the perfect day to 
be outdoors, as they are quite used to the weather. A perfect outfit for this is the 
new Rabot 365 collection, as it is well equipped for any type of weather, all year 
round. All designs in the Rabot 365 collection are high-tech and extremely robust, 
enabling the wearer to experience nature all year-round, regardless of weather 
conditions.  
 
The collection, named after the French geographer and climber Charles Rabot, who 
explored northern Scandinavia at the end of the 19th century, was inspired by the 
DNT cabin of the same name in Hemnes, Norway. 
 
Hard-wearing and protective, yet soft and comfortable. These are the new Rabot 
365 Hybrid Pants that won the ISPO Award in the OUTDOOR/ 
Hybrid Outer Layer category. The new Rabot 365 Hybrid Pants are hybrid softshell 
pants made of recycled polyamide, which has a multitude of qualities! They feature 
reinforcements in the seat and knees. They are designed with waterproof Cordura 
on the outside and insulating merino wool on the inside - perfect protection against 
cold and wet surfaces. Moisture-absorbent material on the inside of the waistband 
also ensures that the pants are extremely comfortable to wear. In addition, Rabot 
Hybrid Pants are equipped with belt loops, adjustable waistband, three zippered 
pockets and a Recco ® reflector on the left leg. 
 
 
BERGANS BRINGS COLOR TO THE SKI SLOPES! 

With a range of colorful new styles for both on and off the slopes, Bergans is ready 
with its winter 19/20 launch. The successful Standa Ski collection - Bergans’ most 
sustainable ski collection ever - is also available in a hardshell version for the coming 
winter. The classic Oppdal ski jacket has had a successful "facelift" and the 
Myrkdalen jacket also has a new look. The longer cut jacket is ideal for freeriding, 
yet also looks great on the slopes. Designed with a 2-layer Dermizax membrane and 
Bergans ArticInsulation, it keeps you dry and warm, whilst allowing optimal 
freedom of movement thanks to its 2-way stretch. Additional equipment features: 
Pit zips under the arms, adjustable, helmet-compatible hood, 2-way zip, Recco® 
reflector, pre-formed elbow sections, removable snow skirt. The perfect choice for 
a great day out skiing! 
 
OSLO COLLECTION 
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Bergans of Norway starts the second winter with the successful Oslo collection. The 
sustainable Lifestyle Collection combines timeless fashion aspects with the 
functional and protective features of outdoor clothing. The line continues to 
impress with first-class hardshell materials and heat-insulating  
middle layers, all with a fashionable look. The Oslo collection also stands out 
because of its extensive use of sustainable fabrics, materials and production 
methods. All fabrics in the Oslo collection are PFAS-free, and the vast majority are 
bluesign® approved. The Oslo W Poncho is real eye-catcher and the perfect 
combination of style and function. The poncho looks great to wear either for a stroll 
through the city, or when cycling, and offers the perfect weather protection in rainy 
weather. A fashionable all-rounder that should belong to every woman’s wardrobe. 
 
 
 
OUTDOOR COLLECTION 

Bergans of Norway presents a selection of new outdoor products for Fall/Winter 
19/20. These include some familiar classics that have been freshened up with the 
latest materials and the fashionable heritage look for the new collection. All of the 
products have been designed for outdoor use, but of course they look great in the 
city too. Like the new Hareid NoHood fleece jacket, which, as a result of popular 
demand, is also available without a hood next winter. The cuddly fleece jacket is 
made of mottled, high-quality Polartec fleece. Featuring a high, tight-fitting collar, 
two front pockets with zips, extended back and thumb loops. A fleece jacket that is 
suitable for all activities - whether chilling on the sofa or hiking in the mountains. 
Available in four beautiful colors for men and three colors for women. The 
bestseller version with hood, can of course, still be found in the collection! 
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